
Avid® Pro Tools® redefined the music, film, and television industries, providing everything you need to 
compose, record, edit, and mix audio. And with Pro Tools for Education, you get all of the same tools, 
features, and workflows of Pro Tools software at incredible savings, giving you the best head start to a 
successful career. And now students and educators have even more reasons to start using the audio industry 
standard than ever. 

Top 10 Reasons to Get
Pro Tools for Education
More choice, infinite possibilities 

1. Get easier access to Pro Tools
Use the same tools the pros use and get a deep discount 
each month with a new Pro Tools for Education subscription. 
Or buy and own the software for only $299.

2. Achieve the highest sound quality possible
Producers, engineers, and artists choose Pro Tools because 
it enables them to create great-sounding productions 
consistently. With Pro Tools for Education, you get all of the 
same tools to create the best sounding mixes possible.

3. Create like a pro
With the powerful Avid Audio Engine and 64-bit performance, 
you can create and handle huge sessions—with epic numbers 
of virtual instruments and effects and thousands of files.

4. Have every instrument at your fingertips
Compose music with built-in MIDI and notation tools, as 
well as virtual instruments that provide almost every sound 
imaginable. From drums, piano, and synths to samples of real 
instruments, every music genre is possible.

5. Create perfect performances
Turning less-than-perfect takes into a flawless performance is 
easy. Whether you’re recording live takes or MIDI tracks, you 
can punch record your way to perfection, quantize notes, and 
fix pitches seamlessly.

6. Cut sound to picture
Create and mix voice-overs, ADR, Foley, sound design, 
music, and other audio for video. With the Avid Video 
Engine—the same core engine found in Media Composer®—
you can play and edit HD video right in the Pro Tools timeline.

7. Get the sound you want
Pro Tools comes with over 60 professional AAX effects and 
sound processing plug-ins. Polish mixes with what’s included, 
and expand your sonic palette with hundreds more.

8. Achieve high-quality mixes—automatically
With Automatic Delay Compensation, mixes will sound  
great, with perfect phase accuracy—no matter how many 
plug-ins are used. And because every Pro Tools setting can 
be automated, it’s easy to dial in the perfect mix.

9. Stay current, stay ahead
Pro Tools for Education comes with an upgrade and support 
plan that provides future updates and upgrades—including 
the upcoming Avid Cloud Collaboration for Pro Tools and 
Avid Marketplace features—for either one year from the time 
of software purchase or throughout the duration of an active 
subscription. 

10. Get the help you need
Our goal is to help students succeed. That’s why all Pro Tools for 
Education purchases and subscriptions come with Avid Standard 
Support, providing expert help and advice whenever, wherever, 
and however you need it. 

Learn more about Avid in Education
Visit avid.com/education for more information, education 
pricing, videos, trial downloads, and more.

For more information, visit avid.com/education


